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SAN DAMIANO HALL
AT ST. FRANCIS
CHURCH
"Suddenly you are doing the
impossible."

There was special excitement buzzing
around St. Francis parish this month.
Parishioners congregated to view
engraved bricks, while others proudly
pointed to the newly finished San
Damiano Parish Hall. This is St. Francis'
first parish hall and it is now the largest
gathering space in Gallup, New Mexico.
Donna Herrera, long-time parishioner
and Secular Franciscan (pictured right),
shared that the journey to build the
parish hall was effortful. The
development, planning and fundraising
has been a multi-year process. The
fundraisers for the parish hall included:
engraving bricks, bake sales, fiestas, and
yard sales (items pictured right).
B16 L22 Corner Avenue, OH, 1234
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SAN DAMIANO HALL
CONTINUED.
Ms. Herrera shared that there were many
dedicated people who played a special role in
the development, "Every pastor added another
layer." The building of San Damiano Parish
Hall is a true manifestation of the St Francis
quote "Start by doing what's necessary, then
what's possible, and suddenly you are doing
the impossible."
San Damiano Parish Hall includes two
conference rooms, a small store front
(pictured top-right), a full kitchen and a large
gathering space. The gathering space will not
only be used for parish social gatherings,
catechetical instruction, and retreats, but also
for the use of the greater Gallup community.
Ms. Herrera shared that the space had already
hosted it's first wedding reception (remnants
of the wedding are pictured right)! The hall is
also scheduled for showers and graduation
parties.
On Friday, May 31, 2019, St. Francis Parish

"We come now in prayer and ask your
blessings upon this San Damiano Crucifix,

hosted the Dedication of the San Damiano

that it may be a blessing for this place,

Hall, which was the first official event in the

for all who enter here, all who see its

space. Hundreds of happy parishioners, over

beauty and all who are inspired by it to

twenty Franciscan Friars, and Bishop Wall of

pray.You spoke to Francis of Assisi from

the Diocese of Gallup joined in the

the San Damiano Crucifix, sharing with

celebration. During the event there was a

him the entire story of the Passion, Death,

presentation and blessing of a San Damiano

Resurrection, and Ascension of your Son

Crufix (prayer included to the right). Fr. Jack

as You commanded him to rebuild Your

Clark Robinson, Provincial Minister, stated,

Church.May this Crucifix speak to all who

"The choice of the name San Damiano for the

come before it, with the call to repair the

hall, along with the blessing represents a real

Church, beyond wood and stone,to repair

desire for the "rebuilding of the Church" in

the Church of their hearts and in their

the midst of all of the trials that the Church

lives,and in the hearts and lives of all

has faced in Gallup over the last decade."

around them."
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ST. JOSEPH'S VACATION
BIBLE SCHOOL
Lasting impact and relationships

There are over 800 miles separating Katy, TX

and Laguna, NM. Although these communities
are different geographically and culturally, their
love for one another reflects that they are united
in Christ. Since 2015, high school students from
Epiphany of the Lord in Katy, TX have traveled
to Laguna, NM for a week-long mission trip. The
Director of Youth Ministry, Joey Harvey, stated
that their trip serves three important purposesto allow for their young people to experience a
new culture, to build new relationships, and for
students to discover the joy in serving others.
During their trip, the young people host
vacation bible school, work on service projects,
and learn about the Laguna culture. Past
projects have included building a Shrine to St.
Kateri and building Stations of the Cross. During
their time, the students develop special
relationships and bonds with the entire
community. The St. Joseph community gives
back to the young people of Katy by hosting a
special Feast Day during their trip. Harvey says
"I love the hospitality. The community welcomes
everyone!"
Heather Foster, a student from Katy, says
that her faith journey started while attending
her first mission trip to Laguna. Winston
Cadenas, who is on his 5th trip to Laguna, said
that the week is all about "putting yourself out
there and getting uncomfortable. .. and saying
YES!" Winston smiled when asked about his
interaction with the Franciscans, "One day I had
to work with Fr. Gerry. He put gloves on and
helped us garden and even dig. It was the coolest
thing, him actually getting out there and doing
it with us! He didn't just tell us." Fr. Gerry, in
true Franciscan spirit, teaches the joy of service
through action.
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REDEDICATION OF
ANNUNCIATION
CHAPEL
A part of the community
since 1902

On June 2, 2019, the community of

Chinle, AZ came together to celebrate
the rededication of the historic
Annunciation Church as a Shrine
Chapel. This joyful event was very
meaningful for both the Chinle and
Franciscan communities. Franciscan
Friars have been a part of the Chinle
community since 1902. Annunciation
Church, originally built around 1910,
had not been used since the 1950s.
Although the building was in need of
major restoration, the community
was committed to working together
for its renovation.
Fr. Blane Grein, OFM of St. John the
Baptist Province, and Dr. Charlotte
Frisbee, a retired anthropology
professor of Southern Illinois
University, were some of the
dedicated individuals who made the
rededication possible. They celebrated
with Fr. Jack Clark Robinson,
Provincial Minister, Bishop James S.
Wall of the Diocese of Gallup, and Fr.
PJ Pabatao, Pastor of Our Lady of
Fatima (Pictured right).

Photos provided by Jesus Osornio and the OLG Archives
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INTO OUR
TRADITIONS
A monthly reflection on our

Franciscan Heritage by Jack
Clark Robinson, OFM

To study history is to attempt to enter into a
conversation with people who have been to
times where we may not go and places to
which we may not journey. For even if we
visit historical sites – be they our New
Mexico missions or elsewhere – inevitable
change over time, the definition of history
for many scholars, means that those
historical sites we can visit are not exactly
the same places where events happened,
which made them historical sites. So, the
study of history is to seek to converse with
people who have been to “Strange places,” to
listen and learn from their experiences.
That idea of history as a conversation gives
us a way of approaching the people of the
past in a manner which allows us to
appreciate them and learn from them
without being bound uncritically to what
they did. The very idea of a conversation is
that not all of us say the same things. We do
not always have to agree with others in a
conversation to learn from them. Indeed,
we probably learn more when we engage in
a conversation where everyone does not
always agree, than in seeking out only those
with whom we already agree totally as our
conversation partners.
On July 1st, we remember San Junipero
Serra who came to the site of present-day
San Diego, California in 1769.
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None of us can visit that place on the
California shore, that Serra saw, for as he
remarked in his writings, it was there that he
first encountered human beings who had no
prior contact whatsoever with Europeans or
the Christian Gospel. He was thrilled. For
years his personal dream had been to find
those with whom he could be the first one to
share the Gospel. That desire of which he
wrote being first fulfilled in San Diego may
well be his single most important
contribution to the “historical conversation”
in which the rest of us find ourselves today in
the United States as Franciscans. Not only
can we learn from his experiences, but we
can apply some of the things that he learned
in seeking to make our way forward into our
uncharted territory of revitalization and
restructuring. There may be any number of
things that we would have to say to Serra in
an imaginary historical conversation about
what we have come to understand in our
times as better ways than those he knew to go
about proclaiming the Gospel, but Serra’s
desire to proclaim the Gospel is something to
inspire us today. At the heart of any
revitalization and renewal for us today must
be our desire to proclaim the Gospel and to be
ready to walk the extra – not mile, but
thousands of miles that Serra walked, in
order to do so.
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INTO OUR TRADITION

Continued

On July 4th, we commemorate the signing of

But again, no matter what has been added to

the United States Declaration of

the historical conversation over the course of
years, no matter what criticism that we might

Independence in Philadelphia only seven
years after Serra arrived in California. The

make today with regard to the inadequacies

historical conversation about the meaning of

of representation in our government today or

the Declaration of Independence has gone on

the policies being pursued because some few

uninterrupted now for two hundred and

people seem to be able to outshout the many,

forty-three years. For those who signed that

it is the ideal at the heart of the Declaration
which would be good for us to remember

document on that hot summer day in
Pennsylvania, it was a radical act requiring
commitment and courage to proclaim the
ideals of representative government. Today
we might argue in our conversation with the
Declarations’ signers that they were leaving a
lot of people out of their idea of
representative government – most notably
Native Americans, women, and enslaved
persons. The Civil War was a great
commentary on the need to free those held in
the bondage of slavery. The fight for
women’s suffrage added significant voices to
the conversation, and perhaps least often
remembered, it was Native Americans who
were the last to have the right to have their
voices heard by voting in our national
elections of all of those groups.

"UNDER TEN"

We are called as Franciscan friars in the
United States to a radical act of commitment
and courage to the ideals of the Gospel, the
ideals that we hold most dear and espouse
most deeply not only for ourselves, but for
the good of the world and society around us.
This month will end with a Chapter of Mats
of almost four hundred friars from coast-tocoast across this country coming together –
symbolically and actually all the way from
San Diego and Serra to Philadelphia and the
Declaration of Independence. What a
wonderful moment for a historical
conversation, inspired, informed, and
challenged by the past to think deeply and
talk seriously and fraternally today about
how to move forward into the future.

"Reflection from Fr. Edgardo

On July 7th-14th, Fr. Edgardo Diaz, Fr. Abel Olivas and Fr. Andres Hernandez will be traveling
to Taize, France to attend the Chapter of Mats Under Ten. Fr. Edgardo wrote, "As a delegate
from Our Lady of Guadalupe Province I see this Chapter of Mats “Under Ten” as a precious
opportunity to reflect upon how we can concretely integrate the dynamics of dialogue into
our lives. In the letter of Convocation to this gathering, the Minister General Michael Perry,
reminded us of "the need to be weavers of dialogue, bridge builders, and peace artisans today
more than never. It is a challenge for each of us and the life of our fraternities." This journey
represents a "time of grace" characterized by mutual listening among the Under Ten friars
coming from the various Entities of the Order. We are also graced to be able to share our lives
with the local Taizé community as well as the thousands of young people who will be present."
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POSTULANCY IN
REVIEW
"Getting a Master's Degree on
understanding yourself

Jesus Osornio knew since the 2nd grade that God
was calling him to something special. Growing up
in a Franciscan parish, Osornio developed an
appreciation for the charism of St. Francis. After
much discernment, it was divine providence that
lead him to the OLG vocations website many
years later. We are so thankful he did!
Osornio has spent the past 10 months in Silver

Jesus shared that a friar once told him that

Spring, Maryland completing his Postulancy.

the postulancy is like getting a Master's

During this time, Jesus not only experienced a

degree on yourself. Through the postulancy

new culture but found the most unexpected

one gets to know themselves better. Jesus

teachers, his students! Jesus was initially

learned a lot about himself and is looking

reluctant when he heard that his ministry was at

forward to his next chapter in Santa

a school, and even thought about requesting a

Barbara as a Novice in the Novitiate. He

change; however, Jesus ended up enjoying his

hopes that he gets to learn even more

assignment! Jesus said, "I fell in love with the

about his brothers, and how to serve the

school and students. I learned more from them

people of God. "I want to fall in love again

then they did for me."

with St. Francis, the friars, and the order."

July

July 4
Birthday Celebration
July 5
Wheatfields Picnic

JACK'S
JOURNEYS

July 29- August 2
Chapter of Mats, Denver

August

August 4-7
On-Going Formation Directors – San Juan Bautista
August 6-9
CMSM – San Antonio
August 11
5:30pm Mass at John 23rd Catholic Community
August 26-29
National Gathering of OFS Spiritual Assistants
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SANTA BARBARA CHAPTER
Reflections from Br. Bruce and Fr. Gino
Br. Bruce Michalek

The intense dessert heat of Scottsdale in

Fr. Gino Correa

It was apparent that the friars of Santa

June was a perfect setting for the gathering

Barbara were pretty divided with regards to

of the St Barbara Friars because it is a great

the vote to merge as one Province. The

metaphor for what I experienced by being

extraordinary Chapter was a difficult

with them during their Province Chapter as

experience for many of the friars. However

an invited guest. Their intensity as

what was apparent at this Chapter was the

committed Friars was as radiant as the

desire and commitment on the part of the

desert sun. They spoke lovingly of their

brothers to move ahead, to reconcile and to

commitment to the poor and marginalized

truly understand and grow into what they

but they were very much aware of their call

were discussing at this Chapter--a

to be Brothers to each other. Decisions for

contemplative fraternity in Mission. I come

their next three years were made with little

away from this meeting with hope and

or no conflict. It was obvious that they did

excitement at the possibilities in living and

their homework. One can’t but be impressed

working with these men.

with their sense of Brotherhood.
Pictured left is Br. Bruce and
Fr. Gino in front of the
Franciscan Renewal Center
in Scottsdale, Arizona.
Thank you for representing
OLG during the Santa
Barbara Chapter.

A

Picture A. Many of the
Chapter prayers were
trilingual and included:
English, Spanish, and
Vietnamese.
Picture B. Friars prepared
food bags to distribute to
immigrants. Each bag had a

A

B

personal note for the
recipient.
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SOLVING THE
MYSTERY OF AN
INTRICATELY WOVEN
PAST
"A story of care in the
midst of confusion"

Congratulations to Brother Bernard Keele

who was recently published in St. Anthony's
Messenger. Br Bernard's article Catholic
Charities, Franciscan Sisters, and the
Yardville Babies is a moving story about his
journey uncovering a dear friend's past. Kris
Degenhardt, director of adult education at
Catholic Charities in Albuquerque, New
Mexico, shared his personal baby photos
and adoption story with Br. Bernard
(pictured right). Br Bernard made it his selfappointed mission to uncover the story of
the "Yardville Babies" and the Franciscan
Sisters who cared for Kris (pictured right).
You can read Br. Bernard's touching article
at Franciscanmedia.com.

Jack Clark Robinson, July 4
Andres Gallegos, July 4
Paul O'Brien, July 11
Gerald Steinmetz, July 14
Edgardo Vazquez,July 23
Don Billiard, July 28

BIRTHDAY
WISHES

Heavenly Father,
Years ago today, you blessed the world with Jack, Andres, Paul, Gerald, Edgardo AND Don.
Thank you for the gift of their life. We ask you to bless them during their birthday month
and to keep them in Your care, now and in the coming year. Amen.
THE PADRES' TRAIL IS A MONTHLY NEWSLETTER DISTRIBUTED BY
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